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Luke Wise
President
belated Happy Easter All!

·

Like most of you, I’m glad we have
seen some normality in recent months!

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

This year marks something I never thought
we’d be able to achieve, something that the
current committee and the club as a whole
can hold with great pride. After an absence
of 18 years, we held an absolutely fantastic
Nationals that I’m sure will be remembered
for years to come. A huge thanks to everyone that contributed to the success of the
event.
We have devoted a huge section in this edition of the Capital Roundel to celebrating
the Canberra Nationals. Hopefully, for those
who missed out, this will give you a taster for
what the entire weekend was like.
I’d really like to thank the following members
who were key to the organising of the event:
·
·
·
·
·

Mark Wilson (Chair, Organising Committee)
Yvonne Wise (Treasurer)
Sven Pekarsky (Webmaster)
Dale Tomes (Lead for the Concours &
Show ‘n Shine)
Bruce Lott (Concours & Show ‘n Shine)

From the Editor

W

hat a start to the year!! The
first event was the highly
successful format of Cars &
Coffee, this time out at The Baker in
Sutton. We had a great turn out of
some 35 cars and drivers for the
morning. We have some terrific
photos and coverage of the event
on page 4.
One of our club’s stalwart members, Ian Branston made it to the
Daytona 24 hour race this year after missing the
event in 2021. It was his first opportunity to see
the new BMW M4 GT3 in action and watch
some trackside action after a long break from

Tony Nassar (MC Extraordinaire)
Lorna Kunz
Ian Wise
Graham Ball
Martine Pekarsky
Tony Griffiths
Josh Sellick
Peter De Vries
Jon Havelock

And I want to also thank
the many other members who assisted with
specific events. Without you, the event would
not have been possible.
In addition to Nationals we’ve had some successful local events as well. For those that
missed the Cars & Coffee at Sutton Bakery,
be sure to come along to the next one! It’s a
great opportunity to catch up with everyone
and see some new faces as well.
The club AGM is just around the corner. This
will be a great opportunity for everyone to
have their say in the future of our club. Come
join us if you’re keen to be involved then
we’d love to have you on-board!
I’m really looking forward to where we go
from here. CR

Jon Havelock
attending such events. Read all about his
weekend on page 6.
Without a doubt, the major event for our club
was the BMW Clubs Australia Nationals that we
hosted on March 11-14. There was a huge sigh
of relief from the many people involved in the
planning that took almost 2 years, thanks to
Covid, when the event was finally able to get
underway.
And what a huge success it was! If you didn’t
make it, you can see what you missed out on in
our 15-page coverage starting on page 8!
I certainly hope you enjoy this first edition of the
Capital Roundel for 2022. CR

Sutton Bakery Cars & Coffee
13 February, 2022
t was a fantastic turnout at Cars
& Coffee at The Baker at Sutton,
with 35 plus cars and their owners in attendance.
It was great to catch up with everyone whilst having delicious coffee
and food while admiring the cars in
the sunshine.
John Keller’s G80 ///M3 xDrive (allwheel drive) got plenty of attention, as being one or if not the first
ones delivered in Canberra.
After the Cars & Coffee, some
members also went on a nice afternoon drive to Gundaroo, Gunning then back to Canberra. CR

Words: Graham Ball

Photos: Tauno Napritson
& Graham Ball

Sutton Bakery Cars & Coffee
Photos: Tauno Napritson

29 January, 2022

Words & Photos:
Ian Branston

BMW Car Club Canberra Life Member and stalwart Ian Branston made the trip to Florida
from his home in South Carolina for the running of the 2022 Rolex 24 at Daytona

s with most people Covid certainly impacted me, especially my attendance at race
tracks over the last couple of years. I went
to two races at Road Atlanta (an hour or so away)
in 2020 - no crowds, no vendors, no pit access, no
fun. But at least I was there, unlike Daytona 2021
which I skipped altogether.

However, I was able to get to the Petit Le Mans at
Road Atlanta late in the year and witness the final
race for the Turner Motorsport M6 GT3 and the
two RLL M8 GTE cars. Plus I had a hot lap of the
track in a very quick M3 Competition. I see why
the track is so popular with drivers. I also had the
pleasure of meeting Jochen Neerpasch, the man
responsible for the whole M brand and sporting
effort.
The 2022 Daytona 24 hour was a close
call. Not only were the new race cars received by the teams only days before the
qualifying race but I caught the dreaded
Covid. Luckily I recovered just in time.
While the results for the M4 GT3 debuts
were nothing to write about (pun intended), it was great to be back at Daytona,
along with a full vendor alley, a massive
crowd and most of all full access to garages and drivers.
(Continued on page 7)

Left: Ian with daughter Bailey and wife Lindsey managed to visit the pit area during one
of the support events

A pit visit to BMW Team RLL allowed a close up look
at the new M4 GT3 racers #24 and #25
(Continued from page 6)

Team RLL entered two cars, but after Sebring they
reduced to one car to enable resources to be focused on getting their new hybrid Prototype ready
for next year. Turner had their car, but were completely devoid of any spares so they brought
along their second M4 GT3 World GT Challenge
car just in case any parts were needed.
My wife also scored a hot lap in an M3 Competition with the guys from the BMW Performance
Centre and she fixed her need for speed while I
spent time in the garages.
Other than the debut of the M4s, my strongest
memory of the 2022 Rolex 24h was just how cold
the weekend was. It was windy and barely got
above freezing. Apparently it was so cold, Iguanas, native to Florida were falling out of trees.
Also temperature related, it was fascinating to
watch the warm up routine for the M4 in the
Turner garage. Sitting on jack stands, without
wheels and doors, the car did its own computer
controlled routine without any input from a driver.
After several minutes the car decided it was ready
to race. Intriguing to say the least.
Yes. The results were forgettable, the weather was
challenging but it still great to be out, buying
“stuff” and meeting friends and drivers alike. Nine
hours after the race we were home safe and
sound following an uneventful drive. The next day
my wife came down with Covid, but that’s another story . . CR

Above left: The cockpit of the M4 racer; Above right:
Lindsey and Bailey keeping with the tradition of signing
the finish line. Below left: Ian (at right) with Tom Plucinsky of BMW NA and Jochen Neerpasch who is sometimes referred to as the ‘father’ of BMW Motorsport.
Below right: Ian and Brazilian racer Augusto Farfus.

It was a long time since the last time we had the event here in Canberra.
But we certainly showed them how it’s done!

E

ighteen years, that’s when the last time
the BMW Car Club Canberra hosted a
Nationals. That last event was a huge
success and Club Canberra were determined
to hold another equally successful event now
we had the opportunity. This year’s event may
have been delayed by twelve months but that
only gave us the extra resolve to ensure our
event was nothing but a success. By all accounts, we achieved just that and more. This
conclusion was firmly supported by the very

M

ore than 140 participants gathered for
a warm and friendly first event of the
Nationals on the Friday evening. Club
Canberra is extremely grateful to our very generous hosts—Patrick Van Den Bogaart (Dealer
Principal) and his team at Canberra
BMW who looked after us.
The evening started with the first of the
registration sessions where the Nationals
packs were distributed to registrants. All
the while, there was free-flowing drinks
and nibbles for all in attendance. This
was followed by a short presentation by
Patrick on the history of the dealership,
his experience with BMW and his take
on the future direction of the brand.
The remainder of the evening was a
chance for attendees to look over the
feature cars in the showroom—the new
G82 M4, M240i x-Drive and iX.

many positive comments made to our organising committee members by those from the
visiting clubs during the course of the weekend.
The BMW Car Club Canberra would like to
thank our major sponsors Canberra BMW, Mike
Glew from Best Exhaust and Shannons. Additional thanks go to Waves Carwash and Two
Before Ten Coffee for their support during the
weekend.

This was also the opportunity for people to renew old acquaintances and make new friends
with visiting members from BMW clubs across
the country.

Photos:
Jon Havelock
IG: @jonhavelock

Photos:
Jon Havelock
IG: @jonhavelock

T

he main event for the Saturday of the Nationals was the Show ‘n Shine/Concours
held in the Kambri Precinct of the Australian National University.

than any other club. You could say the “home
advantage” helped us out for sure.

The event was by all accounts a huge success.
The venue proved to be nothing short of a fantastic location. Not just the ideal landscape to
park and show off the cars but also with access to so many other facilities such as dining
options. There was certainly no shortage of
choices for all who were at the event.

We used independent and thoroughly professional show 'n shine/concours judges from International Chief Judge Advisory Group. They
were mostly from other marques and applied
proven judging techniques. We appreciated
them giving their time and raising the standard
for all BMW Car Clubs to see. They also commented on the excellent organisation and
planning of the event they observed.

On last count, we had some 86 cars in attendance, 14 of which were in the Concours category. We are also glad to report that Club
Canberra had more members cars entered

The results for each category are below. For
the size of our club, our members certainly did
well with more members winning a prize than
any other club in attendance!

Photos:
Jon Havelock
IG: @jonhavelock

Concours
Section
Best in Class
Second in Class
Third in Class
Concours New

Judges Special
Mention

Name
Tony Nassar
Ron Lutton
Dean Tadic
Nicholas Boyle
John Keller

Car
1958 Isetta 300
1997 E31 840ci
1987 E30 M3
2021 F97 M2 Comp
2022 G30 M3 Comp
XDrive

Andrew Burke

1989 E30 318is

Club
Canberra
NSW
NSW
NSW
Canberra
Drivers Club
Melbourne

Show 'n Shine
Section
Name
Up to 100,000km
Heather Lambley
Best in Class
Neil Tregea
Second in Class
Jon Havelock
Third in Class
100,000 - 200,000km
Leslie Eite
Best in Class
Rod & Val Smith
Second in Class
Wayne Williamson
Third in Class
Over 200,000km
Roger Way
Best in Class
Paul Snyman
Second in Class
Bruce Lott
Third in Class
Modified
Steven Woods
Best in Class
Gus Sekaoui
Second in Class
Robert Le
Third in Class
X-series
Russell Thomas
Best in Class
Craig Collins
Second in Class
Third in Class
Luke Wise

Car
2003 E46 325ci
2020 G82 M4 Comp
2008 E92 M3

Club
NSW
Gold Coast
Canberra

2008 E92 M3
1995 E31 840ci
1997 E36 M3

Canberra
Victoria
SA

1988 E30 325is
1994 E36 M3
2004 E46 318i

Gold Coast
Canberra
Canberra

2017 F87 M2
2017 F82 M4
1988 E30 M3
X3
X5
X5

NSW
NSW
NSW
Queensland
Canberra
Canberra

The Concours winners (l to r) : Canberra Club member Tony Nassar’s ‘58 Isetta 300 placed Best in
class; Ron Lutton’s E31 840i (DCNSW) was second; and Dean Tadic’s E30 M3 (DCNSW) placed third.
Photos: Jon Havelock
IG: @jonhavelock

T

he highlight of the Sunday was the activities at the Transport Industry Skills Centre on
Sutton Road. Running concurrently were
dyno sessions out at Stay Tuned in Fyshwick.
There was plenty of action on the day. The
most popular had to be out on the skid pan.
We pretty much lost count on the number of
times individuals had out on the pan. Just as
well we were not limited – everyone was able
to get out there as many times as they wished
and many did just that.

We were also treated to fabulous lunch offerings by Club Canberra members Tony Nassar
and family from Roses Family Restaurant, Cooma. Tony brought with him his fabulous smoker
and food van from which they fed the gathered masses at lunchtime.
Results for the day are below—a clean sweep
by Club Canberra members. The photos on
the following pages mostly show our members
in action at the Motorkhana and Skid Pan.

Driving Awards
Section

Name

Car

Club

Motokana

Reece McIntosh

E46 M3

Canberra

Dyno

Peter Kocielnik

E92 330d

Canberra

Skid Pan

William Goodwin

F87 M2 Comp

Canberra

Hard Luck

Craig Saxon

E30 318iS

Canberra

All photos: Jon Havelock IG: @jonhavelock

Photos: Alan Howard
(Instagram: @alanhphotos)

T

he Gala Dinner was on the Sunday
evening and held in the foyer of the National Museum of Australia and what a
venue that proved to be.
The evening kicked off with drinks and
canapes out on the deck overlooking Lake
Burley Griffin. Dinner was then served in the
foyer where the remainder of the evening
took place. The meals were nothing short of
fabulous and were truly fitting of a gala
event.

The guest speaker for the evening was Casey Price aka ‘Mini Girl Racer’ from Tasmania. Casey, a Tarmac Rally Driver with class
wins in Targa Tasmania, outright hill climb
wins and an official female ambassador for
Motorsport Australia’s “Girls on Track” program across the country. Casey certainly
provided an inspiring address for women in
motorsport.
Other special guests for the evening were
representatives from Canberra BMW. Present were Izabella Tanewski, Marketing Manager and Alia Ashton. Marketing Coordinator for the dealership.
The highly entertaining MC of the evening
was none other than our own Tony Nassar,
who seemed to wear many hats over the
course of the weekend.
We raffled several donated items on the
evening. There were many generous bids for
the items on offer and we raised a good
sum and all these funds have gone to our
nominated charity, Marymead.

There were some special
presentations made and
this included the awarding
of Life Membership to
BMWCCC to Jon Havelock,
a member of the club
since 1994. In this time he
has served as President for
a 3-year term as well as the
several stints as Editor of
the club’s magazine for .
The evening concluded
with the presentation of all
the Concours/Show ‘n
Shine trophies and those
for the Motorsport events.
The final award of the
evening was for the Club
of the Nationals. Put simply,
this award is determined
by a formula that takes
into account individual
club member participation
at the Nationals as well as
a cumulative distance
travelled by members of
each club to get to the
Nationals. This year’s award went to the
BMW Drivers Club of NSW.
The final item for the evening was the official
handing over of the Nationals flag to Roger
Way, President of the BMW Club Gold
Coast. The GC club are hosts for next year’s
Nationals up north of the NSW border. That
will be something you should consider for
your 2023 calendar!

Photos: Jon Havelock
IG: @jonhavelock

Above left: Life Membership was awarded to Jon Havelock for his service to the club since 1994; Above centre: The Club of
the Nationals 2022 being presented to Driver’s Club NSW; and Above right: Gift of appreciation to Mark Wilson for his major
contribution to the organising of the Canberra Nationals 2022 in his role as Chair of the Organising Committee.

Above (from left to right): The Dyno award went to Peter Kocielnik, presented by Casey Price; Wil Goodwin took out the
award for the most skilled performance on the Skid Pan; Craig & Oisin Saxon receiving their ‘Hard Luck’ Award;
Tony Nassar, Luke Wise and Casey Price working hard to auction one of the framed Nationals 2022 posters;
Izabella Tanewski representing Canberra BMW on the evening.

A Gift of Appreciation was presented
to some of the key members of the
club for their contribution to the Nationals organising committee. Top left:
Yvonne & Ian Wise; Top right: Josh
Sellick; Bottom left: Dale Tomes;
Bottom right: Graham Ball.

Ian Wise
Membership Officer

It has been a bumper start to the new year and we are certainly very happy to see so
many join our club these past three months! The BMW Car Club Canberra would like to
welcome the following new members. See you at an event soon ….!!
Member name

BMW

Member name

BMW

Mathew Ryan

1994 E36 318iS

Prince Basera

2004 E53 X5 4.8is

2018 F30 320i
Jan Viljoen

1997 E36-7 Z3 1.9

Todd Elphick, Jess Wells & 1986 E30 313b
Ryker Elphick
1990 E30 318i

Trent Nicholas

1989 E30 318i

Greg Dennis

1977 E24 633 CSi

Phil Shears

2016 F20 125i

1998 E36 M3
Wade, Caroline, Alexa &
2004 E46 325i
Samuel Bartlett
2008 E83 X3

1989 E30 318i
Aleksandar, Bogoja,
Naumka & Borjan Trpeski

Darren, Sarah & Anna
Power

2019 G20 330i

Nicole and Kieran Vassal- 2016 F80 M3
lo & Family
1999 E46 328Ci

Nathaniel Nelapati

2018 F30 330i

Daniel Jones

2000 E38 735iL

Tendai Magadzire

2016 F87 M2

Reece McIntosh

2001 E46 M3

2013 F15 X5

Denzil Van Der Byl

2010 E90 335i

Rodney Kingma & Olya
Strusevich

2021 G23 M440i
2019 F97 X3M

Marten Sneddon

2013 E93 320d

Matt Owen

2008 E82 125i
2005 E46 330i
Dimitrio Charles

2016 F80 M3 Comp

1986 E30 325e

2006 E90 325i M-sport

2010 E90 325i

E46 325i M-sport

Alex Sibenaler

2007 E90 335i

John Keller

2021 G80 M3 Comp X

Evan Robinson

2014 F82 M4

2020 X3 M40i

Gishan Ranasinghe

1988 E28 535i

John Cave and Teresa
Lavin-Cave

Neil Champion

2021 G30 M550i

Sandrine McHugh

2012 X1 20dX

Alex Parragi

2013 E84 X1 1.8d

Peter Gibson

2016 F45 218d

Geoffrey Fox

2004, E46 330Ci

David Grigg

1989 E30 320i

Richard Nolan

2013 E92 M3 Comp

Andrew Morton

2018 F80 M3

Peter Baussmann

2019 F87 M2 Comp

Caleb Wharton

2007 E92 335i

Heather Maoham

1994 E32 7 Series

Frankie Cardamone

2008 E82 135i

Joseph Gillespie &
Shereen Gomes

1996 E36 M3

Richard Kent

2012 E82 1M

Doug Westwood

1990 E30 325i

Terence Wilson

1997 E36-7 Z3 1.9

Nick Tyrrell

2006 E46 M3 Cabriolet

Vincent On

2011 E90 320i

John Whateley

1997 E36-7 Z3 2.8

Bradley Saines

2011 E90 320d

Jessica Lau

2015 F30 320d

2012 F30 320i

1999 E46 323i
Callum Bundey

2000 E46 318i

Full membership details are here on the club website >
https://bmwclubcanberra.org.au/join-us

From the BMW world

BMW Joins Leather Working Group For
Sustainable Materials
n yet another effort to ensure sustainability within the supply chain,
the BMW Group has joined the
Leather Working Group, a non-profit,
multi-stakeholder organization focused
uniform environmental standards within
the leather industry. The Leather Working Group can certify an organization
for its sustainable leather practices,
and is said to represent approximately
one fourth of the world’s leather producers, according to BMW. The decision for BMW to join the organization
described as having a direct tie-in with
automaker’s business alignment, which
maintains a focus on sustainability and
resource efficiency. One of BMW’s
more ambitious long term objectives is
to create the most sustainable supplychain in the automotive industry, and
joining the Leather Working Group is of key importance.
“As a leader in supply chain sustainability, joining
the Leather Working Group is the next logical step
for us,” explained Nadine Philipp, BMW Group’s
head of sustainability in the supply-chain, energy.
She emphasized that, “Leather is still in demand
from our customers – depending on the model
and region – and is very important in the premium segment. That is why supporting sustainable
production and processing of leather at our suppliers is a priority for us. At the same time, we still
want all our customers worldwide to be able to
choose the optimal product, so we also offer
leather-free vehicle equipment options.”

Alex Tock
BMW News

BMW already offers certified natural leather in the
BMW iX, the presence of which is denoted by an
imprint depicting olive leaves on the passenger
side of the dash. SensaTec is offered as standard
equipment on the BMW iX xDrive50, while Amido
or Castanea Chestnut perforated natural leather
are an extra cost option. The reason for the olive
leaves on the dash is simple: the natural leather
offered in the iX is tanned using an environmentally-friendly process that relies on olive leaf extract as a primary input.
The full array of current BMW upholstery options
across the spectrum of models includes textiles,
SensaTec, Alcantara, and a number of varying
leathers such as Dakota, Vernasca, Nappa, Merino, and Lavalina. BMW recently
invested in Natural Fiber Welding, a
startup focused on the creation of
resource-efficient leather alternatives. These include Desserttex,
which is made from cactus fibers,
and plant-based Mirum, which is
described as fully-recyclable. CR

From the BMW world

BMW developing a new generation of
internal combustion engines
ccording to an interview of BMW board
member Frank Weber and German automotive news media outlet Auto Motor und
Sport, despite the end being in sight for many
other brands, BMW is developing a new generation of internal combustion engines. The array of
engines includes a six-cylinder and V8, along with
a diesel unit which will likely be excluded from
U.S. model offerings. It’s all part of a plan to capitalize on the versatility of the current and future
BMW vehicle lineup, which uses modular vehicle
platforms that can serve as the basis for hybrid,
purely electric, and internal combustion-powered
models.
Frank Weber, the BMW Group board member
responsible for overseeing development, said,
“We still need the state-of-the-art combustion engine for a few years to effectively reduce CO2
emissions in the passenger car sector globally.”
He continued by adding that the new designs will
be, “technologically prepared for the coming
emission standards,” and that the reduction in
carbon emissions achieved with the nextgeneration BMW six-cylinder engine is greater
than that of any previous update.
Speaking in regard to charging infrastructure and
the venerable BMW 3 Series, Weber offered the
following: “In 2025 there will still be many people
who cannot drive an electric car because they
do not have the necessary infrastructure. This will
develop at very different speeds in the individual
markets. But – and this is very important to me –
we will not force our customers to choose between the new and the supposedly old. Our aim
is to always offer the most sustainable and innovative vehicles, regardless of the type of drive.”
Specific details relating to the differences between these forthcoming engines and the cur-

Alex Tock
BMW News

rent B58 inline six
and N63 (and M derivative S63) V8 are
not yet known, but
the interview of Weber suggests that
they will use new designs as opposed to
i n c re m e n t a l
up grades, and that the
design and construction of the cylinder
heads will allow for
previously unrealized
levels of efficiency and carbon emissions reduction. According to a previous report, BMW has
been working on a new V8 engine to replace the
aging N63, which arrived for the 2009 model year,
since at least 2019. A future four-cylinder engine
was not discussed, but given that BMW’s current
modular engine architecture covers the B38
three-cylinder, B48 four-cylinder, and B58 sixcylinder, a new unit can’t be ruled out.
Through the course of the interview, Weber also
offered some details regarding the BMW 7 Series
and upcoming i7, along with the next-generation
M5, standalone electric models, and future vehicle platforms.
Unlike upcoming variations of the Mercedes-Benz
S Class, when it arrives, the next-generation BMW
7 Series will be offered with both purely electric
and an internal combustion drivetrains. The upcoming M5 is likely to use a hybrid drivetrain similar to that of the XM, with up to 750 horsepower
coming from a V8 and an eDrive system. Weber
says it’s still too early for a standalone electrified
version of the 3 Series, and that the i4 is based on
the same modular architecture that currently underpins numerous BMW models with internal combustion engines.
Weber also explained that BMW has approached
electrification in three phases, or waves. The first
wave included the groundbreaking low production volume i3 and i8, the second wave includes
the i4 and iX, and extends to future electrified
BMW models including the 5 Series, 7 Series, and
X1. The third wave presumably includes
the upcoming Neue Klasse vehicle platform that
is currently in development. CR

From the BMW world
Alex Tock
Bimmer Life

T

he end is near for the BMW V12
engine. Introduced in 1987 under the hood of the revolutionary E32 7 Series, the nextgeneration Seven will be the first
since the original E23 to be offered
without a V12. To give things a
proper send off, BMW is introducing
a limited-production version of the
7 Series called the M760i Final V12,
and they’re only going to make—
you guessed it—twelve of them for
the U.S. market.
The history of the BMW V12 dates
back to the mid-1980s, and if you’re
interested in learning about how it
evolved from the five-litre, 295horsepower M70 to the current twin
-turbocharged and direct-injected
6.6-liter N74 with 600 horsepower, look no further
than our breakdown of the entire lineage. Within the last few years, tightening emissions regulations, the performance of electric vehicles,
and the current BMW V8 have indicated that
the V12 wouldn’t be around beyond 2023.
More recent confirmation came in 2020, when
BMW CEO Oliver Zipse said the highestperforming version of the next-generation 7 Series will be powered exclusively by electricity.
Further evidence can be found in the output of
the current N74B66TU V12 engine, which makes
slightly less horsepower than certain versions of
its original design, but more torque.
Production of the BMW M760i Final V12 is scheduled for June of this year, and the model will
come with an MSRP of $200,995 including destination. Exclusive parts and treatments include
twenty-inch M double-spoke wheels in either
Window Grey or Jet Black with burnished accents, a center console-mounted plaque displaying “The Final V12” and the vehicle’s production sequence out of twelve, matching
door sill trim, a special engine cover,
and a V12 badge
which replaces the
M760i badge on the
trunk lid. Some kind
of commemorative
gift customized spe-

cifically for the customer’s vehicle is also part of
the offering—could it perhaps be a scale model?
Any BMW Individual paint colour can be specified for the outside, while interior upholstery can
be given the same treatment with a choice of
any BMW Individual full Merino leather tone. Additional notable equipment includes BMW Individual Piano Black interior trim, M Sport brakes
with calipers painted either blue or black, the
driving assistance professional package, the
luxury rear seating package, the panoramic sky
lounge LED interior roof, remote control parking,
extended Shadowline exterior trim, adaptive
LED headlights with laser light, and the Bowers &
Wilkins Diamond surround sound system.
If you want one, you’re probably already too
late. BMW is only approaching customers with a
long history of V12 7 Series ownership through
their preferred BMW centers, which means all
twelve BMW M760i Final V12 editions are likely
to be spoken for long before their July 2022 delivery dates.
The BMW V12 will most certainly be missed, but
the
fact
that
the
current
Alpina
B7 outperforms the V12 flagship by a respectable margin stands as undeniable proof that the
automotive landscape is changing. CR
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BMW Acquires The Alpina Brand

Alex Tock
Bimmer Life

S

ince the 1960s, Alpina has
been taking the best BMW
has to offer and making it
even better through thoughtful
modifications and unmatched
attention to detail. Although
Alpina has occasionally been
compared to BMW M, the
Buchloe-based tuner-turnedmanufacturer predates BMW’s
own performance-oriented subsidiary, and builds far fewer cars
while maintaining a focus on
balancing performance and
luxury. Alpina was founded in
1965, started manufacturing
vehicles based on BMW models
in 1978, and has been recognized as its own manufacturer by German regulators since 1983. Now, the BMW Group is acquiring the Alpina brand, which will allow the
small, specialized operation to continue on in
the rapidly changing automotive landscape.
“The automotive industry is in the midst of a farreaching transformation towards sustainable
mobility. For that reason, existing business models need to be re-examined on a regular basis.
For over fifty years, the Buchloe firm has demon
-strated how to deliver top-quality car cachet
through meticulous attention to detail. The
BMW Group is also driven by this same passion
for cars that capture the imagination. That is
why we are now embarking on a new chapter
in our long-standing partnership. Acquiring the
trademark rights will allow us to shape the longterm course of this brand steeped in tradition.

We are delighted to welcome the ALPINA
brand to the BMW family,” said Pieter Nota,
member of the Board of Management responsible for customer, brands, and sales.
Some of the contributing factors that weighed
heavily into the decision to sell the familyowned Alpina brand to the BMW Group include the global shift toward electric vehicles,
ever-increasing regulation that varies by market, particularly that which is concerned with
emissions, software validation, and growing requirements for driver assistance and monitoring
systems. These factors and their overarching
combination represent significant risk for a small
-series manufacturer like Alpina, which employs
approximately 300 people and built around
2,000 vehicles in 2021, the brand’s most successful year yet. To put that in perspective, Rolls
-Royce,
another
BMW
Group brand with even
greater
exclusivity, produced 5,586 vehicles
in 2021, and also had its best
year ever.
“We recognised the challenges facing the automotive industry early on and
are now setting the right
course for ALPINA and for
our
family
firm,
BOVENSIEPEN. This marks the
beginning of a new chapter,” explained Andreas
(Continued on page 28)
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Bovensiepen, co-managing director of ALPINA
Burkard Bovensiepen GmbH + Co. KG. “Both
the ALPINA brand and our company are extremely desirable. We made a conscious decision not to sell ALPINA to just any manufacturer, because BMW and ALPINA have worked
together and trusted one another for decades. That is why it is the right decision strategically for the ALPINA brand to be managed by
the BMW Group in the future.”
No financial details of the acquisition have
been divulged by either party and no Alpina
shares have been acquired by BMW. The current five-year agreement between BMW and
Alpina was signed in late 2020 and extends
through 2025. Until then, the practice of Alpina
models being initially manufactured at BMW’s
various factories and then sent to Buchloe for
further customization and completion will continue. Although BMW installs the Alpinadeveloped engines and transmissions, work
related to Alpina’s interior treatments, aerodynamics, and chassis modifications all occurs in
Buchloe. This will change after 2025, but the
service, parts, and accessory side of the business, supporting both the existing and legacy
Alpina vehicle lineups will continue at the
manufacturer’s Buchloe location for the long
term, along with after-sales cooperation between Alpina and BMW. Development of Alpina models will be expanded in Buchloe, likely thanks to the resources of the BMW Group.
Finally, the Bovensiepen family’s wine business,
known as Alpina Wein, will continue on unaffected by the acquisition.

“BMW and ALPINA are a perfect fit! The ALPINA brand has matured alongside BMW over
the past 50 years and has everything it takes to
make the heart of an automotive connoisseur
beat faster all over the world. It finds the right
balance between cultivated sportiness, luxury,
and exclusivity. We are delighted to acquire
the trademark rights to ALPINA and add new
vehicle capturing DNA to the BMW portfolio,”
said Jens Thiemer, senior vice president of customer and Brand at BMW.
“We will continue our father’s life’s work and
invest in the equally well-known name of
BOVENSIEPEN. With our expertise and high
standards of quality, we will bring other convincing mobile offerings to the market in the
future,” explained co-managing director Florian Bovensiepen. “Without our creative, highly
capable, and loyal employees, ALPINA’s success story would not have been possible. We
are relying on the strength of our company,
our team, and our families to pivot at the right
time. At the same time, we acknowledge, with
the BMW Group, our social responsibility towards our workforce and will do our best to
cushion the potential impact resulting from this
reorganisation.”

The BMW Group acquiring the trademark rights
to the Alpina brand and the impending discontinuation of the current Alpina vehicle program which sees vehicles reach completion in
Buchloe at the end of 2025 will result in job loss
for existing positions. In response, BMW has
stated that it will support Alpina by assisting
with necessary workforce adjustments through
working with the company to offer employees
new positions within the
BMW Group and to help
them find jobs with
BMW’s suppliers and development partners.
Alpina models currently
available in the U.S. include the 8 Seriesbased Alpina B8 Gran
Coupé, the 7 Seriesbased Alpina B7, and
the X7-based Alpina
XB7, the latter of which
is built and completed
at BMW Group Plant
Spartanburg in South
Carolina. CR
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BMW M Sales Greater Than Ever In 2021
lobal sales of BMW M cars
reached a new record
high in 2021 ahead of the
brand’s 50th anniversary this
year, with 163,542 deliveries
translating to a 13.4% increase
over 2020’s total of 144,218 units.
Looking back to 2019, when a
record 135,289 M cars were sold,
things are on a clear upward
trend for BMW’s performancededicated subsidiary. In digesting these figures, it’s important
to note that the totals include
two distinct categories. The first
are the genuine M cars, like the
M3, M4, M5, M8 and X5 M, for
example, which BMW now terms
high-performance sports cars,
while the second are the M Performance automobiles, like the M235i Gran Coupé, M340i, X3 M40i,
M440i, M550i xDrive, and the like, which are referred to as performance cars.
“This success is the perfect start to our anniversary
year,” said Frank van Meel, CEO of BMW M
GmbH. “M is in a stronger position than ever as it
celebrates its 50th birthday.”
Despite their controversial looks, the current M3
and M4 lineup is proving to be exceptionally popular, and their market introduction is said to have
gotten off to an extremely successful start in 2021.
The array of M3 and M4 variants, which includes Competition trim-level and M xDriveequipped
variants
in
sedan,
coupe,
and convertible form will soon be bolstered by the
introduction of the M3 Touring—but not in the U.S.
“The response to the new generation of the BMW
M3 and BMW M4 has been simply overwhelming,”
reports Timo Resch, vice president of customer,
brand, and sales at BMW M GmbH. “We can
therefore expect
demand
for
these iconic
sports cars to
continue on
an
upward
curve
in
2022.”
In addition to
the M3 and
M4, the X5

Alex Tock
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M and X6 M were also identified as being among
the most popular BMW M models currently on
sale. While we’re on the subject of BMW’s X vehicles, the X3 M40i is also a primary growth driver for
BMW M, which only makes sense considering the
model’s overall popularity since its unveiling for
the 2018 model year. The X7 M50i, the fastest and
most potent version of BMW’s largest SAV aside
from the Alpina XB7, is also said to be particularly
popular.
On the M Performance side of the equation, it’s
the 4 Series that’s proving exceptionally fashionable at the moment. With a full model array unveiled over the past two years, the secondgeneration 4 Series can now be had
in coupe, convertible, and four-door Gran Coupé form. Of those, it’s the M440i and M440i xDrive
that fall into the M Performance category, and
BMW says they’re strong sellers. Once again, this is
despite the range wearing BMW’s most divisive
and polarizing design language in decades, but in
line with BMW’s own claims. The i4 M50 is also of
note in this regard, as it has a similar design, and is
an M Performance automobile.
Looking forward, BMW M is set to introduce a
number of other important M models in the near
future, including the iX M60 and the XM. The latter
of those is the first standalone M vehicle since
the legendary M1, and is set to be the most powerful BMW yet. The market launch of the iX M60 is
slated for June while production of the XM is
scheduled to commence at BMW Group Plant
Spartanburg later this year. CR
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ST Racing Gets First Win For M4 GT3
In Italy

David Haeuter
Bimmer Life

I

t only took two races
for
Samantha
Tan
Racing to score the
first victory for the new
BMW M4 GT3 worldwide,
as the team won overall
at the 24H Series 12 Hour
race at the Mugello circuit in Italy. The team
gave the M4 GT3 its competitive debut in midJanuary at the 24-hour
race at Dubai and finished fifth in the GT3 ProAm class. They not only
won
their
class
at
Mugello this past weekend, but also finished first
overall among all GT3
entries, with drivers Samantha Tan, Nick Wittmer,
and Bryson Morris at the controls.
The Mugello race was unique in that the twelve
hours of racing was split between 5.5 hours of racing on Saturday and 6.5 hours on Sunday. The
team started the M4 GT3 second overall after
posting the second-fastest times in each of three
qualifying sessions, just behind the Phoenix Racing
Audi R8 LMS GT3 Evo II. The team kept the M4 GT3
at the front of the field in the race on Saturday
and finished the first 5.5-hour segment in first position overall.
Nick Wittmer started the M4 GT3 in first position for
the final 6.5 hours of racing on Sunday (since he

had finished in that position on Saturday) but had
to come in for a fuel stop after just a few laps,
which dropped him to fifth. There was some questioning by the commentators if the fuel strategy
would come back to bite them, but Wittmer
quickly worked his way back up into second and
eventually first, and the team had a trouble-free
run to first place and the victory. “To be the first
M4 GT3 in history to win overall, I’m speechless,”
said Samantha Tan on social media after the
race. “I’m so incredibly proud of everyone on this
team – this was such a well-deserved win!”
Another BMW won the GT4 class, with the Team
ACP-Tangerine Associates by Veidec JJ Motorsport M4 GT4 with drivers Catesby Jones and Wim Spinoy securing the class victory. There were
only two cars in the GT4 class
but it’s still impressive for a team
to finish twelve hours of racing
with a win. An M6 GT3 entered
in the GT3 class by JR Motorsport had to retire due to gearbox issues. There were also two
M2 CS Racing entries in the TC
class by Hofor Racing by Bonk
Motorsport, the only two cars in
the class. CR
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BMW To Enter Seven M4 GT3s In
Nürburgring 24 Hour

David Haeuter
Bimmer Life

works drivers will be in
those cars, including
American drivers John
Edwards and Connor
De Phillippi, who will
both compete for
Rowe Racing. American junior driver Neil
Verhagen will also
team up with fellow
juniors Max Hesse and
Dan Harper in an M4
GT3 fielded by Schubert Motorsport.

t may not have the international prestige of
the 24 Hours of Le Mans or the Rolex 24 at Daytona, but the Nürburgring 24 Hour is more challenging than either and is a race that most
sportscar drivers have on their bucket list. It’s an
especially important race for German manufacturers Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche,
who have had some tremendous battles over the
years at the famed circuit.
This year will be the 50th running of the Nürburgring 24 Hour, which coincides neatly with the
50th anniversary of BMW M. BMW still has the most
wins of any manufacturer at the race with twenty,
but they’ve only won it once overall in the last ten
years. The most recent win came back in 2020
when Rowe Racing secured victory with an M6
GT3, after the race was red-flagged for several
hours due to heavy rain. Audi has been the most
successful marque at the ‘Ring over the last decade, with five wins.
BMW M Motorsport will contest for the overall victory in the 2022 race with seven M4 GT3 entries,
with two entries apiece for Rowe Racing and Schubert Motorsport, and three entries for
Walkenhorst Motorsport. Nearly all of the BMW

Head of BMW M Motorsport Andreas Roos
is optimistic about
their chances of victory on the 15.8-mile circuit, which includes
the Grand Prix track as
well as the ultrac h a l l e n g ing Nordschleife. “During the development of the
BMW M4 GT3, we gained an awful lot of experience with the car on the Nordschleife,” Roos said.
“That will now be very valuable to us in the preparations and the race. Our BMW M Motorsport
works drivers are real Nordschleife experts, as are
the teams, therefore we have all the ingredients in
place to go into this iconic race with a healthy
portion of optimism.”
If the opening round of the Nürburgring Endurance Series (NLS) is anything to go by, the BMW
teams still have some work to do to be competitive for the 24 Hour. The NLS series is run only on
the Nürburgring full circuit and used by most
teams to prepare for the 24 Hour. The first race of
the NLS was held this past weekend, in which the
top three finishers were Porsche-Audi-Porsche,
with the best BMW M4 GT3 finishing in sixth. The
Nurburgring 24 Hour will be held on May 28–29.
You can find out more information about the race
on the series website >
https://www.24h-rennen.de/ CR

Affordable Classics is Canberra’s one stop shop for
the classic and sports car enthusiast. Whether you
are looking to buy or sell your dream car, store it in
a clean and secure environment, or find the right
accessories to make owning your dream more enjoyable, we are here to help you.
Auto Hotel offers exclusive car storage for your loved
one to make sure she is safe, secure and pampered.
Why bother with conventional storage sheds where
your car gets dirty, your battery and tyres run flat, or
you have to remember to take a spanner with you to
connect your battery every time you want to use your
car.

Contact Nick Coetzee
Mobile: 0414 214 776
email: nick@affordableclassics.com.au

Anthony Costello
Automotive
Ph: 02 62809233

ADVANCED TECH AUTOMOTIVE
Advanced Tech Automotive have been operating in Canberra for over 28 years and have
extensive knowledge and experience specialising in BMW.
ATA offer all automotive repairs & complete
servicing for your BMW. Their services revolve
around general repairs and maintenance and
provide Autologic diagnostic and Autoland
Scientech scans. They can also do performance upgrades to certain model of BMWs.
ATA also offer a special discounted hourly labour rate for BMW Car Club Canberra Members when you present your current Club
Membership card.

Anthony Costello Automotive has been established in the A.C.T for over 25 years and boasts a
long history with an excellent reputation for quality service.
Using genuine and OEM parts and OE approved
lubricants scheduled servicing at Anthony Costello Automotive is made easy. Following BMW
manufacturers servicing schedule our team can
make sure your car is kept in the best condition.
Many of our technicians have been factory
trained by BMW and regularly attend training
and education for the industry to stay up to date
with the latest systems.

Limiting our field allows us to be the best at what
we do – servicing all BMW makes and models
with all your service parts and lubricants in
stock. As highly respected mechanics in Canberra, servicing your vehicles will not void your warranty.

Address: 91 Prospect Ct, Phillip ACT 2606

Anthony Costello Automotive also offer a special
discounted hourly labour rate for BMW Car Club
Canberra Members when you present your current Club Membership card.

Hours: 7:45am to 5:30pm - Monday to Friday

Address: 5-9 Albany Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609

Give them a call to book your next service.
Phone: (02) 6281 0866

Hours: 7:30am to 6:00pm - Monday to Friday

